
2020

FILMMAKING WORKSHOP

 

6 FEB | 5-6.30PM | BRICK LANE

VISUAL STORYTELLING WITH REZA PAKRAVAN

Professional explorer and filmmaker with TV series’ for BBC, Fox, C4, CBC & Aljazeera

ONLY

£25!

https://adventureuncovered.com/film-festival/


"I provide a step by step

guidance on how to develop

and form your story from the

idea stage and the overarching

narrative, to full-scale

production."

CREATE STRONG, UNIQUE
COMPELLING NARRATIVES
AND COMMUNICATE YOUR
VISUAL MESSAGE WITH
MAXIMUM IMPACT.

SUMMARY

With hundreds of films in the

adventure market, it can be

difficult to make yours stand out.

Making a compelling film is about

having a strong story,  and telling

that story with powerful visuals.

It’s about the way you use your

adventure as a chain to link

smaller, in-depth stories

together. This workshop

explores how you find the right

story and characters, develop

the most compelling narratives,

and tell them in the most

engaging ways.

YOU WILL LEARN HOW TO:

It’s the story that matters, and Reza will walk you through the creative process starting

at the very beginning, and highlight the practical steps required to help you start from

small screenings with friends and family to entering the adventure and outdoors

filmmaking market and make a living from it.

Generate, prioritise and select ideas

Storyboard and generate ideas 

Master the pre and post-production process

Shoot to edit

Choose what to shoot and what not to shoot

Tell visually compelling stories through the power of a lens

Use research methods that give you novel insights to differentiate your story.



2020

“I will break down the process of story 

  development, visual storytelling, forming a 

  narrative while shooting (shoot to edit) and 

  story editing in post-production.”

ABOUT REZA

 

HOW DO I BOOK?

Reza Pakravan is an explorer,

filmmaker and writer. He is a fellow of

the RGS and a recipient of the 2019

Neville Shulman Explorer Award from

the Scientific Exploration Society. 

 

His documentaries, talks and books

have taken audiences on his epic

journeys to some of the most remote

corners of the world. He has

presented and produced prime time

TV series aired worldwide on

networks such as BBC, Channel 4,

Fox CBC and Aljazeera. 

 

Reza recently has completed his epic

journey to become the first person in

modern history to have travelled the

full length of the Africa from West to

East via the Sahel region.

Visit adventureuncovered.com/film-festival

and select a location

http://adventureuncovered.com/film-festival

